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Kesterson institues new off- Week off allows for moving of Freshman Retreat
campus procedure
and White House, Kairos
BY Sam Chechik
CORE STAFF

N

o, it’s not in the St. Louis
U. High handbook. Assistant Principal for Student
Life Brock Kesterson announced a new off-campus
procedure over the PA this
past Tuesday, which went into
effect this Wednesday.
The new rule says that
any student going off-campus
needs to check out in Kesterson’s office—talking to either
Kesterson or his secretary,
Marla Maurer—and get a pass
with a timestamp and the student’s name that is to be given to a security guard in the
Drury Plaza.
“It’s not ideal to roll
things out through a PA announcement, but the reality
is, I think that guys did hear
that message,” said Kesterson.
“I think they understand the
expectations, and they’ll follow through.”
The current punishment
for not having a pass is one
JUG.
There are different colored passes coming from Kesterson’s office. A pink slip gets
a student into class late, and a
yellow one gets a student out
of class for a counseling appointment. This year, there
are two green slips—one for
leaving early for class (e.g. for
a doctor’s appointment) and

one to leave the school at any
time.
Kesterson and Maurer
estimate that they have given
out around 25 passes already,
either for leaving early during an unscheduled seventh
period, for a doctor’s appointment, or a specific case, like a
racquetball tournament.
“I think that it’s probably
a good thing. I talked to Dr.
Kesterson about it, and he
said that it’s for security for
kids,” said senior Anthony
Sansone, who received a note
for a doctor’s appointment.
“The only problem I could
see is that it could be a pain
in the butt if you’re trying to
go down and get something
from your car for school that
you forgot.”
Though just two weeks
are left in the first semester,
Kesterson felt it was necessary
to tell the student body now
rather than in January.
“It would have been easy
maybe to just say ‘All right,
let’s roll this out second semester,’ but I thought it was
important to get some of the
culture changed before the semester hit so guys know that
they can’t be leaving campus
to do any of those off-campus
activities,” said Kesterson.
“So I’m glad that we’re doing it even if it’s a week and
a half because at least guys
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Senior Advisors shake down at Freshman Retreat.
BY Connor FitzGerald
NEWS EDITOR

F

or the first time, St. Louis
U. High had no classes on
the first two days of the week
of Thanksgiving in order
to hold retreats. Kairos and
White House retreats took
place last week along with the
Freshman Retreat, which previously had been held early in
the second semester.
Including the entire
continued on page 5 freshman class, there were
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over 400 students on retreat
with a full junior White
House retreat and a Kairos
retreat.
There was originally a
Manresa retreat planned for
the break that was canceled
due to lack of signups by seniors; the Kairos retreat was
sparsely attended as well.
Campus minister Brian Gilmore attributed this lack of
signups due to about 20 percent of the seniors being tied
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(FA) Special Schedule
Fine Arts Presentation
7:00 am - 7:45 am Zero Hour 9:42 am - 10:27 am Period 3a
7:20 am - 7:50 am Mass
(SO/JR)
in School Chapel
10:27 am - 11:12 am Period 3b
7:45 am Warning Tone
(FR/SR)
7:50 am - 8:00 am Homeroom 10:32 am - 11:02 am SO/JR Fine
8:04 am - 8:49 am Period 1 Arts Presentation
8:53 am - 9:38 am Period 2 11:16 am - 12:01 pm Period 4
9:42 am - 10:12 am FR/SR
12:05 pm - 12:35 pm Fr/So
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Lunch
12:05 pm - 12:50 pm Period 5a
12:35 pm - 1:20 pm Period 5b
12:50 pm - 1:20 pm Jr/Sr Lunch
1:24 pm - 1:26 pm EXAMEN
1:26 pm - 2:11 pm Period 6
2:15 pm - 3:00 pm Period 7

News

Going Gooldigging
Derrick Goold, current lead St.
Louis Cardinals writer for the
Post-Dispatch, dove into his journalism experience with students
during activity period on Tuesday. Page 2.
News

A beard king is crowned
Students show off their luscious
facial hair in the culmination of
the first annual STUCO-sponsored No Shave November.
Page 4.

ne of the things that
might catch your eye
upon entering the SLUH
football stadium is a lone retired number hanging from
the press box—42. It has been
29 years since Henry Jones,
’86, stepped onto the football field wearing number 42
on the back of his Jr. Billiken
uniform, but his legacy as arguably the best player in the
history of St. Louis U. High
football continues to live on.
Jones is the only Jr. Bill
thus far to have played in a
Super Bowl, and he made it
three separate times—1992,
1993, and 1994—all with the
Buffalo Bills. Jones and SLUH
were recognized for these Super Bowl achievements in a
special way this year.

Opinion

Résumés and Negative Space
News editor Nolen Doorack urges
his classmates to find more meaning in their extracurriculars while
core staffer Sam Chechik asks
students to reflect on what their
grades mean to them. Page 3.
News

end of the freshman initiation
into SLUH.
“It allowed us to reflect
on (the initiation) prayerfully, ” said Curdt. “To explicitly think about how God has
been working in their lives,
to give them some reflection
time with their seniors and
faculty members about where
they find God in their lives.
… The work of initiating (the
freshmen) into the place is

continued on page 4

Jones, ’86, recognized for Super Bowls
BY Joseph Reznikov and
Jacob Swyers

SILVE R A N D G OLD : Last night, the SLUH bands and choirs performed their annual
Christmas concert. The student body will see a shorter edition of yesterday’s concert today with
a special schedule.

up as Senior Advisors leading
the Freshman Retreat.
The Freshman Retreat
was moved from mid-February to November. This was the
first year that the Senior Advisors have been the leaders
of the Freshman Retreat. The
change was made to allow the
Senior Advisor groups a final
way to say goodbye. Freshman moderator Tim Curdt
cited the retreat moving to the
week of Thanksgiving as the

Santa’s Workshop
Students spread the Christmas
spirit by using scrap paper, scissors, and glitter to design ornaments for the art gallery Christmas tree on Wednesday. Page 4.

Principal John Moran received an email from the NFL
in September stating that, as
a way to commemorate the
50th Super Bowl taking place
this upcoming February,
the NFL would be sending a
golden football to every high
school in the country that
has had an alumnus play in a
Super Bowl. The program is
coined the ‘high school honor
roll.’
Jones presented the football to his alma mater during
Thanksgiving break Wednesday, Nov. 25, during a small
assembly in the Danis Field
House.
“It’s always good to come
back,” said Jones during an
interview with the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch. “I’m always
happy to come back to where
my career started in St. Louis.”
It would have been ideal

Sports

Hockey suffers first loss
CBC shut out the Jr. Billikens 4-0
on Nov. 20, but the team responded with consecutive wins over De
Smet and Lafayette. Page 6.
Sports

Bball rebounds after first loss
Basketball reaches the finals of
the Pattonville Tournament after
their first loss of the year against
MCC rival CBC. Page 6.

to hold the presentation during the school day so that
more students could attend
the presentation, but due
to conflicts with Jones’ and
SLUH’s schedules, it took
place over the Thanksgiving
break.
Jones also gave a speech
to the athletes in attendance—the varsity basketball
and wrestling teams—about
the power of motivation.
“Hard work can take you
to many different places,” said
junior Nick Lally, a member of the varsity basketball
team. “His speech helped me
to know that if I work hard,
I can do all the things I want
to do. He worked so hard to
get to the Super Bowl, so why
can’t I do what I want to do if
I work hard?”
Athletic Director Chris

continued on page 5
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Post’s Cards lead writer Goold speaks to students about sports journalism
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Derrick Goold at SLUH on Tuesday. Goold has been a beat writer for the St. Louis Cardinals since 2004.
BY Galen
REPORTER

Bacharier

D

errick Goold, the lead
St. Louis Cardinals writer for the Post-Dispatch and
recently elected president of
the Baseball Writers’ Association of America (BWAA),
visited St. Louis U. High on
Tuesday to speak to students
and faculty about his career
in sports writing, how he arrived at the job he has now
had for over 20 years, and to
answer questions about Cardinals baseball.
Goold was invited by
English teacher David Callon, whose children attend
the same school as Goold’s.
Speaking to a group of
about 40 students and teachers in room 215C at activity

period, Goold began with a
brief history of how he came
to write sports. He stressed
that he never thought he’d end
up where he was, primarily
because he assumed that the
few baseball writing jobs were
occupied for life. So, while a
student at Mizzou, he focused
on writing news rather than
sports. But with the offer of
free travel and the opportunity to return home when the
football team played in Boulder, close to his hometown,
Goold switched to sports.
However, baseball was
Goold’s real passion, and he
made a deal with Mizzou’s
sports editor to write baseball
before heading to Florida for
an internship. After breaking news for the University of

Miami football program and
getting his work noticed, he
got the opportunity to head
to Florida Marlins games and
cover baseball.
“It was (at Marlins
games) that I realized there
were folks there who were
covering baseball three years,
four years out of college, and
not too much older than me,”
said Goold. “And I thought,
y’know, I could actually do
this. And so at every step I
made covering baseball part
of the deal.”
Goold also commented
on the changes journalism
has undergone with the introduction of Twitter for breaking news, the proliferation of
social media into all aspects of
the industry, and the change
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in dynamic with professionalism taking center stage on
television.
Goold also spoke passionately about the importance of writing, and its foundation in journalism.
“The base element of
(journalism) remains writing,” said Goold. “Regardless
of what I’m doing, I have to be
able to write clearly.”
He spoke about what
is central to everything he
writes: the simple concept of
proving an idea.
“To be honest, I have to
write persuasively now. You
guys talk a lot about that in
school I’m sure, where you’re
presenting an argument and
going about trying to prove
it,” Goold told the group. “I

try to see that in all the things
that I write, whether it’s a
game story, or an enterprise
piece, or even a small newsy
note. I need to present a thesis
that matters to my readers.”
Goold stressed that in
everything he does, including
television and podcasting, he
lays out the themes in the beginning of a piece to eventually lead up to a certain point
that he wanted to prove. But
no matter the medium, writing stays at the forefront.
“While journalism is
now all types of media, the
basic thing you have to be able
to do, regardless of whether
you’re saying it, blogging it, or
talking about it on radio, is to
write,” he stressed.
After finishing up his
summary, Goold fielded questions from students and faculty about his deadlines and
sleep schedule and how press
credentials for the Cardinals
work.
Goold then delved into
the intricacies of a beat writer’s job, and told an anecdote
about the Chicago Tribune’s
not having a beat writer at
Jake Arrieta’s no-hitter against
the Dodgers, which he told to
illustrate the rarity of the Cardinals’ constant media attention, shared only by the likes
of large market teams such as
the Yankees and Dodgers.
Goold also talked shop
about his approach to writing
after a question about how he
generates ledes.
“Ledes usually arrive
under duress,” said Goold.
“I know the ending before I
know the beginning.”
When questioned about
writer’s block and how it affects his writing, he had another simple solution.
“You don’t have time for

it, you just can’t,” he said. “I’ll
walk around the house when I
have a big project due. … and
if I have time, which is maybe
5 or 6 hours, what I’ll do is
start writing what I know and
hope I gather momentum towards a lede.”
Jumping from discussion
about a beginning of a story to
the end, Goold discussed how
he occasionally ends with a
quote, to avoid a weak closing.
“I’m not a columnist, so
I don’t write my opinion,” he
said. So I kinda always think,
alright, I’m gonna give the
people I cover the last word
on this.”
Goold wrapped up discussion with a few anecdotes
and the balance he has to
maintain between staying
ahead of his fellow beat writers while also maintaining
solid, professional relationships with them, citing Jenifer Langosch, the Cardinals
reporter for MLB.com, as a
prime example.
“It was nice to go to a
place where there was a clear
interest,” said Goold after the
discussion. “Really thoughtful
questions, both from students
and from teachers. I think
a lot of the questions poked
at and prodded the changes
we’ve seen in the business
over the last decade, as voice
has become very prominent
with sports writing in particular, and the strength of having
a voice when you’re writing is
valuable.”
Finally, when asked postdiscussion about advice for
aspiring sports writers, Goold
had a simple tip.
“The best way to improve
as a sports writer is to do what
it implies. You need to write,
and you need to write a lot.”

Auch wins Poetry Out Loud contest, advances to regionals in February
Jack Casey and Cade
Dernlan
STAFF

S

enior Elliot Auch placed
first Wednesday in St.
Louis U. High’s 10th annual
Poetry Out Loud competition.
Six contestants competed
during activity period in the
Joseph Schulte Theater in
front of a small crowd of students and faculty. Every class
but the juniors, Class of 2017,
had at least one representative
in the competition. Freshman
Michael Drabelle and sophomores Max Kriegshauser and
Darren Tucker represented
the underclassmen. Seniors
Jack Zimmerman, Jake Lepak,
and Elliot Auch were the three
upperclassmen.
The performances were
judged by four members of
the SLUH community, including English teacher Terry Quinn, Librarian Lynne
Casey, and Fine Arts instructor Kathryn Whitaker. Theology teacher James Page, S.J.
acted as an accuracy judge,
noting whenever a contestant misspoke. Each of these
faculty members was given a
detailed rubric to evaluate the
contestants on five main components: physical presence,
voice and articulation, gram-

matical appropriateness, evidence of understanding, and
overall performance.
“It was great. (The contestants) were so good,” said
Casey. “It was hard, because
I wanted to give everyone an
‘outstanding.’”
Auch, however, stood
apart from the others with a
mesmerizing recitation.
“He was able to express
with his voice, with his body,
the emotional movements of
the poem really well. There
was a lot of confidence in his
presentation,” said Quinn.
Auch has been working
on memorizing and reciting
his poem with help from Joseph Schulte. Together they
had picked the poem “The
Gift” by Li-Young Lee even
before the school year started.
“I just liked it, said Auch.
“I felt a connection and I
think it’s a really sweet poem
that I can relate to.”
This choice has paid off
as Auch will now move onto
city regionals in February to
recite three poems to the St.
Louis judges. If he wins there,
he will move on to the state
level and get a chance to win
$200 and an all-expensespaid trip to Washington, DC
for nationals. SLUH also gets
$500 with a state win. The

prizes rise dramatically for
nationals as the winner receives $20,000.
Despite the significant
amount of time and effort
these poetry contestants put
into their recitations, the
event in the Schulte theatre
had a lower attendance than
in past years, but it still featured passionate performances from all six contestants.
“I could feel the performers responding to the poems,”
said English teacher Chuck
Hussung. “They were understanding what they were saying and had some kind of genuine, personal, or emotional
connection to the things that
were being talked about.”
The Poetry Out Loud
competition is a unique opportunity for all students
at SLUH. For example, this
event offers a chance to be on
stage without conflicting with
practices and games for threeseason athletes who have
some talent for performance,
but don’t have time to commit themselves to plays and
musicals.
Over the years, SLUH’s
success in the Poetry Out
Loud competition, as well as
the Shakespeare Out Loud
competition, has been impressive. Hussung credits this

success to SLUH’s exceptional
theater program.
“We’ve done well in both
contests, and part of it is because we have a vibrant the-

atre culture around here and
have had it for a long time,’
said Hussung.
For those who missed
the chance to view or partici-

Senior Elliot Auch recited “The Gift” by Li-Young Lee.

pate in the Poetry Out Loud
competition, the Shakespeare
Out Loud competition will
take place within the next two
weeks.
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Exploring the negative space

Commentary

Thinking beyond the résumé
BY Nolen Doorack
NEWS EDITOR

“

artwork | Joe Fentress
BY Sam Chechik
CORE STAFF

W

hat is the negative
space?
When St. Louis U. High
rebranded last year, I found
an interesting “misuse” of the
new logo on the SLUH Branding website—“Negative Space
Encroachment Misuse.”
This made me think
about (1) what negative space
even was and (2) what the
“encroachment” is about the
logo. Negative space is the unused area around letters, pictures, or other objects in the
world, as seen in the A+ above
this commentary. The white,
the letter itself, contrasts the
black, the negative space.
It got me thinking about
grades. I thought that the letter could correspond with a
grade—an A, B, or C—and
the space around that letter,
that grade, represented possibilities outside the classroom.
Then my mind went to a place
where the cynicism lies—
where SLUH students think
only of their grades.
Grades are not the only
focus in a student’s life, although they may take priority. There are so many things
that make up a SLUH student
that aren’t just the letter grade
in one class. This “negative
space” is the areas of involvement outside of the grades.
When students focus
too much on those grades,
they encroach on the negative
space, limiting themselves
from trying other opportunities that might allow them
to flourish in something that
isn’t grade-oriented.
It’s the truth that some
SLUH students go to school
to “get good grades,” but this
focus only diminishes the
potential negative space that
they can explore. Grades only
take away from the millions
of other opportunities that
a SLUH student can experience. The experiences around
SLUH—other than classes
and academics—create the
student, not just the receipt of
numbers and letters on a piece
of paper.
SLUH’s education is
filled with words and letters:
textbooks, worksheets, essays,
papers, tests, quizzes, and the
like. The most important—at
least in the eye of a SLUH student—is the report card, as
it holds the vital key to exis-

tence: the grade. The one letter that can lift students onto
the highest of pedestals or
throw them into the deepest
of ravines.
Grades do reflect a student’s performance in a certain class, but does it reflect
their learning? To a certain
degree, I’d say yes. But not
completely. There are other
influences and attributes that
go along with a SLUH student
that isn’t just an A or a B or a
C.
Students at SLUH are
more than just a letter or
number, but they need to realize it themselves because
they are too focused on their
grades. Students and teachers
need to understand that what
is outside of the classroom,
outside of the test scores, and
outside of the report card is
the substance of experience,
not rote performance.
I’ve been in the regular
ole “activity period pickle.”
There’s a history test in a few
periods, but there’s a club
meeting I was looking forward to today. I have an English essay to prepare for, but
there’s an event in the theater
that intrigued me.
“I really wanted to go,
but I’ve gotta finish this up
first.” That “first” becomes
the whole damn time. There’s
never enough time for everything, but putting grades after
a wonderful experience—like
a riveting club discussion or
an event such as Poetry Out
Loud—doesn’t only show that
students care about the world
around them, but it also opens
SLUH up to them.
Not everyone will do this,
and I understand that, but
even if one does focus upon
the grades, there has to be a
deeper meaning to education
than just the grades themselves or the age-old platitudes of learning to learn, or
whatever.
There needs to be a struggle, a challenge, and a failure.
Eventually, there could be a
success. But success is built
upon many failures. They
have to not only be willing
to dive into subject matters
and explore the depths of that
course, but they also need to
realize that what’s truly important may not be that class
in and of itself. Then they’ve
found the negative space.
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hat’ll look good on your
résumé.”
My parents have said it
to me numerous times. I’ve
heard classmates and even
teachers talk about building that all-important document. My response: résumé?
Shouldn’t school be a time to
explore passions rather than
artificially package students?
An email advertising a
club opportunity earlier this
year said, “Students need a
way to differentiate themselves in the college admissions process.”
Too often, students allow the “résumé”–the perceived list of must-have credentials for admittance into
a nice college–to dictate their
course choices and club involvement. Some students
enroll in ludicrous numbers
of AP classes and only join
clubs to say they joined.
Sure, the games of the
college admissions process
are inescapable, but you have
to maneuver the games without clouding your interests.
In an October column

titled “The Big University,”
the New York Times’ David
Brooks wrote, “Students are
taught how to do things, but
many are not forced to reflect
on why they should do them
or what we are here for.”
I encourage SLUH students to put some thought
into what they do at SLUH.
Are you taking that class for
the easy A or putting yourself through academic hell
for the perfect transcript? My
sophomore year, I was determined to take and stick with
Advanced Geometry. I wasn’t
quite interested in the course
material or ready for the challenge, but I wanted that one
extra advanced class on my
transcript. With only shallow
reasons to take the course, I
ended up with a bad grade
and a lack of appreciation.
In retrospect, I wish I would
have engaged and sought out
greater meaning in the class.
Try to step back from the idea
of the résumé and consider
why you are taking a class or
joining a club.
Building character or living out cura personalis comes
from making decisions based

on more than just the potential for external success.
How can we get in the habit
of truly caring about things
when we practice by jumping through hoops? We parrot that we hope “to give and
not count the cost,” but many
of us do service just to tally up
the hours for National Honor
Society.
Discovering your inner curiosity in the everyday
and follow that curiosity with
sweet abandon. There is something fulfilling about finding
and then pursuing what genuinely interests you. Take that
art class you’ve been eyeing,
and let your creative juices
flow. Give and don’t count the
cost. There aren’t right and
wrong choices; it’s about true
engagement.
Play the game without
losing yourself. Play the game,
rather, with soul-searching
clarity. Through thought and
reflection, turn the laundrylist résumé into of mosaic of
meaningful experiences and
challenges–the best ingredients for a college-ready student.

Scholar bowl ends regular season on top
BY Nick Messina
CORE STAFF

I

n the final games of the
regular season held at Nerinx this past Tuesday, the St.
Louis U. High Scholar Bowl
team ended on a high note,
with a combined record from
its three teams totaling 28-4,
an impressive .875 win percentage against the other high
schools in the league. SLUH
also outscored its opponents
7870-3670, and averaged 250
points a game between the
three teams.
Varsity A capped off a
perfect season with three
more wins on Tuesday, ending
with a phenomenal 11-0 record. The team took game one
300-90 over Cor Jesu, game
two 330-30 over DuBourg,
and game three 200-190 over
Nerinx in a nail-biting comeback. Team captain Michael
Hayes notably had a very
good night, leading Varsity A
scorers.
Varsity B faltered for the
second time in the season,
falling to Rosati-Kain in the
first match of the night, 190160. It should be noted, how-

ever, that for games one and
two, SLUH was short staffed—
only three members attended
that evening.
The next game was a refreshing 290-170 win over Lutheran South. In the first half,
SLUH outscored Lutheran
South 190-40, a very dominant performance. The last
game of the night was a disappointing 210-170 loss to Nerinx. Once again, having a less
than full team hurt Varsity B
as team captain Michael Brennan had to leave at the half.
“We fought hard over the
night, obviously with some
undesirable results, but regardless of the outcome, we
kept going strong with only a
partial team,” said Brennan.
SLUH JV finished 9-1
on the season, notching three
more wins during the meet.
The team’s first game was a
powerful 310-60 win, over
Cor Jesu.
Despite the blowout in
game one, the team had much
closer games against Lutheran
South and Nerinx, winning
230-180 and 220-150, respectively.

With the regular season
closed for the 2015-16 school
year, all eyes turn towards Districts; the first round of playoffs will be held at De Smet
on Dec. 10. Due to the successful records held by each
team, all of the SLUH Scholar
Bowl teams will compete that
night. SLUH historically has
not done well at Districts,
but hopes are high and each
team is expected to place very
highly—with the possibility of
advancing to Sectionals on everyone’s minds.
“I think we’ll do very well
if we play our game, regardless of who the opponent is,
and maintain a high level of
aggression on toss ups,” said
Brennan.
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Letter
Challenging
drug and
alchol culture
at SLUH
To the editor:
“Alcoholism isn’t a spectator sport. Eventually the whole
family gets involved” –Unknown
Two weeks ago, I attended the ACSA (Advisory
Committee for Student Affairs) meeting. The two topics
we discussed were technology and drugs and alcohol at
SLUH. How many times have
you been walking through the
halls at SLUH and heard people talking about how drunk
or high they got over the
weekend? How often have you
heard about the stupid things
people have done while under
the influence of drugs or alcohol? Well, there is something
to be said about the ethics of
being drunk or high and how
it relates to Dr. Moran’s theme
for the year: cura personalis,
or care for the person.
While under the influence, according to the National Institute of Health, the
brain’s communications are
altered and changed when
interfered with by alcohol,
impairing a person’s ability to
think clearly and move with
coordination. If anyone gets
into a motor vehicle while
drunk, they are putting everyone in their path at risk of
being killed by someone who
lacks the ability to think clearly or move with coordination,
in my opinion violating the
message of cura personalis.
Of course, there are endless pages and studies that
show the negative effects that
drugs and alcohol have on
the body, but I am more concerned with the stigma that
SLUH is a place where it’s cool
to do drugs and it’s cool to
drink alcohol. I am concerned
that far too many students at
SLUH have decided that they
are immune to alcohol or
drug addiction and that they
will always be able to moderate the amount they drink or
the number of joints that they
smoke, but the fact of the matter is that we are all susceptible to addiction.
My challenge to the student body is this: try to avoid
alcohol and drugs. We need
to change the stigma that to
have a party, we need alcohol,
marijuana, or other drugs.
Matthew Rauschenbach, ’18

Speech falls to third place despite standout performances
BY Jimmy Bricker and
Aidan Moore
STAFF, REPORTER

S

LUH’s
speech
team
dropped to third place after its meet at Borgia on Nov.
22.
While the team did not
perform completely satisfactory, there were standout
performances. Senior Evan
Brende won a blue ribbon in
Storytelling and seniors Kevin
Strader and Ryan Hopkins
scored one point from perfect
in the Improv category.

“The one point that
we got off was the cowboy I
played had some quote ‘good
elements’ but wasn’t realistic,”
said Strader. “Ryan was playing a dragon, so he was a more
realistic dragon than I was a
cowboy.”
Moderator
Kathryn
Whitaker also praised senior
Austin Danback’s performance.
“Austin Danback is way
up there in terms of Original
Oratory—he’s doing beautifully,” said Whitaker.
The team’s less than sat-

isfactory performance was attributed to club president and
senior Elliot Auch’s absence,
the team members’ active
involvement in other SLUH
activities preventing them
from practicing enough, and
the competition picking up
as the season progresses. Rival and first place school Cor
Jesu has a speech class, which
Auch and Strader speculated
was the main cause for their
success.
“Cor Jesu did well,” said
Strader. “The competition gets
fiercer as the season comes to

a close.”
The team has high aspirations for the close of the season. Auch wants to have fun
and sock it to Cor Jesu, Strader
wants to enjoy his first and last
year of speech, and Whitaker
wants her team members to
be genuinely involved in their
speeches.
“I’d like to see us develop
our material, really invest in
it,” said Whitaker. “Even if we
don’t place, I’ll know we’ve
done the best we can.”
The team’s next meet is
Jan. 31 at Cor Jesu.
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Keil wins best beard, ousting tough competition

First retreat week received
well
(continued from page 1)
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Seniors Anthony Sansone (left) and Josh Keil (right) were finalists in STUCO’s No Shave November competition.
BY Sam Goedeker
REPORTER

L

ast month at St. Louis
University High, freedom
took the form of facial hair,
as the infamous “No-Shave
November,” a time where students don’t shave their facial
hair to raise money, swept
through the school. This
year marks the first year that
the event was brought to the
school by the Student Council.
“It was really the seniors
who wanted to do this, and
put the whole contest togeth-

er. They’ve been great,” said
junior Vice President Peter
Hennessey.
Whereas facial hair is
normally allowed for only
seniors, students of any class
who gave a single dollar
were given a free pass for the
month. The money is going
to Movember, a charity for
testicular and prostate cancer,
as well as poor mental health
and physical inactivity.
“The whole Student
Council wanted to make Noshave November possible so
that we could raise money

and awareness for cancer research,” said Hennessey. “We
had great participation from
the whole school.”
The students had a whole
month to grow the best facial
hair they could, with a teacher-judged contest at the end
of the month to decide which
beard was most impressive.
The panel of judges was made
up of English teachers Chuck
Hussung, Barbara Osburg,
and Sean O’Brien along with
President David Laughlin,
and Secretary Marla Maurer.
The staff judged each

student’s fantastic beard and
then the crowd chose the final
four contestants: sophomore
Dominic Watkins, junior
John Kroll, and seniors Anthony Sansone and Josh Keil.
All of the finalists sported
great beards, but only seniors
Sansone and Keil advanced to
the finals.
After great deliberation
from the judges, it was Keil
who became the SLUH NoShave November champion,
receiving the prize of a beautiful Gillette razor for that wonderful beard.

Hot chocolate, tunes, Christmas ornaments
BY Jack Schweizer
REPORTER

A

group of students spread
some holiday cheer after school on Wednesday by
making ornaments to decorate the Christmas tree in the
art gallery.
Under the guidance of
art teachers Joan Bugnitz,
Sarah Rebholz and Sean Powers, 20 people, both teachers
and students, created handmade ornaments. Using scrap
making paper, scissors, and
glitter the students formed an
assembly line to craft 30 ornaments in the shapes of Christmas trees and reindeer.
“It’s something new, it’s
something different … we
thought it would be a nice
opportunity for getting some
guys together after school

one day, and celebrating the
spirit of the holiday, and making art,” said Rebholz. “We’re
just trying to bring the spirit
of Christmas into the gallery
this year.”
Bugnitz and Rebholz
brought in hot chocolate and
snacks as a part of an early
Christmas celebration. All
students and teachers were
welcome to join through the
email invite that went to students currently in art classes.
“Everyone who walked
by kind of got roped into
it…. It was a great little atmosphere,” said senior Aiden
Evans, a student participant
in the ornament making.
“Everyone was having a great
time.”
Nick Bentz, who also
participated in the after

Students in the art gallery making Christmas tree ornaments.

over; now the work of forming (their) own class identity
within the context of this love
begins.”
This was the first time
students were able to lead
small groups on the retreat
two times, once as a volunteer
junior and once as a Senior
Advisor. Curdt felt that the
juniors would not be ready
to lead the retreat this early
in their junior year, so the Senior Advisors seemed the best
option.
Among some of the Senior Advisors, there was a
sense that the freshmen were
not ready for the retreat experience.
“There needs to be a little
more time given to the freshmen, I think, before they can
experience the retreat as fully
as possible,” said senior Andrew Murphy, who led the
Freshman Retreat both this
year and last year. “A lot of
these guys are still being acclimated to the place; last year
it was different, since it was
(later), everyone was more
aware of their surroundings
and kind of ready to sit down
and talk about these deep,
cutting issues.”
The change to this retreat
week came out of the strategic
planning that was a part of
Imagining 18. The motivation
was to make it easier for students to go on retreats. Alongside having no classes, SLUH
sports teams were scheduled
off so that students were missing nothing by going on retreat.
“One of the pieces of
feedback that I think (came
out of) the (strategic planning) group … was students
not wanting to miss classes
or co-curriculars or athletic
events or other things and
fall behind in order to do re-

treats,” said principal John
Moran. “It’s such a big commitment … especially like
Kairos and White House being multiple day retreats.”
Another
beneficial
change of having a no-school
retreat week right before the
Thanksgiving holiday helps
students to have a more appreciative and aware outlook
on the holiday spirit.
“It definitely got me more
geared up for the spiritual side
of Thanksgiving,” said senior
Jack Perryman, who attended
Kairos 71 over the break. “I
personally think Thanksgiving is a pretty secular holiday,
but I also think it is a pretty
Ignatian holiday—like taking
account for all the ways God
is working in your life.”
Perryman also felt that
having school off, at least in
his experience, did not change
his motivation for going on
Kairos, which may have translated to the senior class’s low
attendance. Students may
have valued having two extra
free days more than the retreat experience.
Moran and Gilmore both
affirmed the retreat week was
a successful way to allow students to free themselves of the
burdens of a regular school
week.
“Anecdotally, Mr. Linhares and I took the day (on
Tuesday) and starting (at
SLUH) with the Freshman
Retreat, drove out and saw the
Kairos and the White House,”
said Moran. “The spirit that
I found everywhere was fantastic. People seemed relaxed,
which you want to be on a retreat—not that you wouldn’t
be at another time of year—
but really just to not have that
added pressure of ‘Am I falling behind?’”

Chess cheers their 30-0
win over Alton
BY Billy
STAFF

D
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Art teacher Joan Bugnitz Wednesday in the gallery.

school holiday gathering, ap- an authentic Christmas. You
preciated the homey atmo- get to go up there and it’s like
sphere in the art gallery. “It’s you’re walking into your own
living room.”
In addition to the ornaments, art teacher Joan Bugnitz came up with the idea
of asking fellow faculty and
staff to bring in a childhood
picture of themselves during
Christmas time. The pictures
will be displayed on the walls
of the art gallery.
“For some students, it’s
a little surreal to see their
teachers on Christmas morning opening presents under
the tree from when they were
five,” said Rebholz.
The ornaments and the
pictures of the faculty will be
displayed for the public in the
following weeks. Funds from
any ornaments sold will go to
the nutrition center in Honduras.
photo | Nolen Doorack

Balossi

espite the recent cold
front that has been freezing the faces of Saint Louis U.
High students on their walk
up to school, the Chessbills
got their season off to a fiery
start with a 30-0 win against
Alton this past Wednesday.
Granted, SLUH’s perfect
start is somewhat less impressive given that Alton was
forced to forfeit due to illness.
However, when the two clubs
met last year the Chessbills
had the same result, winning
30-0, and SLUH graduated
just two players from last year,
Connor Brinkman and Lewis
Kelley.
“It felt easy,” said senior
and chess veteran Sergio
Goodwin about the recent
win. “I was really happy. That
is one less match I have to play
and put effort into.”
One of the main disappointments about the outing
is that the Chessbills will not
actually face a team until early
January when they play Metro, who has caused the SLUH
some problems in past years.
Despite the lack of competitive action, the Chessbills

look strong this year, having
kept the core of their team in
place. Key players Goodwin,
senior Miles Quigless, and
junior William Kelly look to
improve on last season’s 2-4-1
record.
“I think we have a strong
team, and there are more guys
playing regularly,” said moderator Don Steingruby.
With a core of invested
players, the team is looking
make the playoffs, having fallen just short last year.
“(Qualifying for playoffs)
has always been a goal,” said
Kelly. “But I think this year we
have a good chance.”
Despite the difficulty of
the Chessbills’ conference,
Kelly looks forward to the
season and is confident in the
ability of the Chessbills, specifically citing freshman Paul
Gillam as a talent who could
become an important player
for the club over the course of
the next few seasons.
“I think (Gillam) has a lot
of potential, we’ll see what he
does,” said Kelly.
According to Steingruby,
if the team were able to win
over half its games by the
end of the season, the season
would be seen as a success.
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Jones, ’86, delivers Golden Ball
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Pick of the Lot
Pence’s Raptor, mean as it sounds
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Head football coach Gary Kornfeld (left) with Henry Jones, ’86, at the presentation.

(continued from page 1)

Muskopf plans to put the
football and its authentication plaque in the glass case
just inside the main entrance
of the Danis Field House. The
arrangement will be placed
next to the memorabilia that
is currently in the case from
basketball legend Ed Macauley, ’45 . The goal is to have the
football display completed by
early 2016.
Jones and Macauley are
the only two Jr. Bills to have
their numbers retired in
SLUH history.
Jones was selected as an
all-state defensive back during
his senior season at SLUH in
1985. Though Jones spent the
majority of his time on the defensive side of the ball, he also
had some offensive carries as a
running back.
After graduating from
SLUH, Jones went on to play
for four years at the University
of Illinois and was drafted by
the Buffalo Bills with the 26th
overall pick in the 1991 draft.
“If you would have asked
him when he was here if he
would have ended up playing
in college, playing in the NFL,
or playing in the Super Bowl,
the answer would have been
‘no,’” said Muskopf. “It’s what
drives you to always wonder
about what could be next if

you do you work to get there
and what is it that sparks that
‘hey, I can do this’ kind of moment.”
Though he made the Super Bowl each of his first three
seasons in the NFL, the Bills
lost all three games, leaving
Jones ring-less.
“I think about it almost
every day especially during
football season, especially that
we didn’t win it,” said Jones in
the Post-Dispatch interview.
“But on the other hand, it was
a great journey and a great
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The Golden Football.

ride. I don’t regret anything.”
Jones played for three
different teams during his
time in the NFL: the Buffalo
Bills (1991–2000), the Minnesota Vikings (2001), and the
Atlanta Falcons (2002).
“Playing in the NFL for
12 years is crazy,” said Kornfeld. “No SLUH player ever
went that long, which makes
his career even more impressive.”
Beyond making it to the

Super Bowl in three consecutive seasons, Jones also had
many other achievements
during his NFL career, with
the highlight coming in 1992,
Jones’ second year in the
league, when he led the NFL
with eight interceptions and
was selected to represent the
Bills in the Pro Bowl.
Jones retired with 18 career interceptions, which he
returned for 455 yards and
four touchdowns. He also recorded five sacks, nine fumble
recoveries, 14 fumble return
yards and 41 kickoff return
yards.
“Henry had the ability to
be at top speed quickly,” Kornfeld said. “He possessed great
speed and toughness, which is
what made him such a great
player.”
Jones lives with his wife
and two daughters in Atlanta,
where he coaches high school
football, instilling the same
values of honesty, integrity,
and kindness that are such a
fundamental part of his life
learned from the SLUH tradition.
“He’s a very humble guy
and as a product of St. Louis
U. High, he’s doing the right
things,” said head football
coach Gary Kornfeld, who
was the assistant coach when
Jones played for SLUH.

Parking policy permits premature leave
(continued from page 1)

know what we do now. It just
becomes part of the culture,
and that’s to be expected as
opposed to guys walking out
there and saying ‘Oh, where
did this come from?’”
The primary reason for
this new procedure is student
safety, as Kesterson wants to
be able to monitor what students are doing on and near
campus as much as possible.
“I don’t want guys leaving
campus; I don’t want guys getting themselves in situations
they shouldn’t be in,” said
Kesterson. “I don’t want guys
getting hurt, so this is a safety
issue as well.”
In the past, students
have gone to the parking lot
for something innocent like
“getting a book,” but have, in
fact, done more mischievous
things pertaining to drugs.
Although Kesterson can’t
manage students’ deeds offcampus, he can help monitor
on and near SLUH.
“I want to cut all of that
stuff out, and, in a sense, (stu-

dents) have a lot of freedom
on campus anyway, so there’s
no reason for guys to be leaving during the school day.
Obviously, again, this doesn’t
take into account if a kid has
a doctor’s appointment,” said
Kesterson. “You can still come
and go in those cases, but, at
least this will hopefully eliminate those guys trying to get
out to the parking lot to do
some of those other things.”
A primary focus for the
security guards before this
was to make sure there would
be no car break-ins in the lot.
“We’ve increased their
duties to also now have to
monitor the students,” said
Director of Security Charlie
Clark.” If we need to monitor
the students to make it a safer
place, then we’ll definitely do
that.”
With the guards heading to lunch at different times,
there are multiple guards that
will be down in the lower
parking lot during the day, but
there will always be more than
one guard in the lot. Clark

sometimes utilizes Whelan
Security or in-house security
if he needs extra guards.
“Mr. Clark was a big part
of helping to put this together
because he needs to communicate with his crew and make
sure they understand what the
expectations are and how to
deal with the students,” said
Kesterson.
Since last year, Kesterson has thought about this
specific procedure, especially
how to use the radio systems
to communicate how many
people are leaving. Usually, a
security guard would radio to
Kesterson what students were
leaving to go to the parking
lot—either during school to
grab something from their car
or to leave for another commitment.
“I think the focus used to
be on cars, and now the focus
is more on the students,” said
Kesterson. “Both are important issues, but I think we’re
just emphasizing something a
little bit differently.”

Senior Patrick Pence with his Ford Raptor, which is fitted with LED lights.
BY Matthew
REPORTER

D

Book

own in the student parking lot, you typically see
used, early- to mid-2000’s
sedans and SUVs. There are,
however, cars that break the
doldrums of the lot.
One of these cars is senior Patrick Pence’s 2014 Ford
F-150 SVT Raptor. Luckily for
him gas is cheap these days,
as the Raptor thirstily chugs
away at its 36 gallon fuel tank
to the tune of 13 mpg. Don’t
look at the Raptor in just that
way though; that’s not at all
what it was designed for. It
was created to be one of the
most capable offroader/everyday cars that money can buy. I
think they’ve succeeded.
The Pences bought the
car new last year. Pence’s dad
works in the yard a lot, moving around trees and gardening supplies as well as landscaping at their lake house, so
he wanted to have the ability
to haul stuff around. Pence’s
dad originally intended to
share it with him, but he eventually let him drive it full-time
because he saw how much
Patrick enjoyed it.
In the early 2000s, when
the truck market started to
shift from rock crawling to
high speed Baja-style running,
Ford saw an opportunity.
When they decided to combine the ability to haul things
and the ability to go fast and
go anywhere into a rock solid
vehicle, they handed the job
over to their Specialty Vehicle
Team (SVT), where legendary
tuning division Shelby worked
its magic on the new Raptor.
When the first Raptor debuted in 2010, it had a
5.4L, 310 horsepower V-8. But

then SVT started doodling
again and in 2013 adopted a
411-horse, 6.2-liter V-8 engine that can sling the Raptor
to 60 mph in 6.9 seconds.
While they were at it,
they also added a Torsen
limited-slip front differential
and a nifty front-facing camera (both of which are quite
handy for rock climbing), 17inch forged aluminum wheels,
HID headlights, the automaker’s MyFord Touch infotainment system, and a patented
bead-lock system for keeping
the 35-inch-tall tires on the
rims at very low pressures.
The truck’s combination of off-road ability and
reasonable on-road manners
have made it a surprise hit.
More than 28,000 were sold
in 2013 alone at a base price
of $44,995. Good thing they
didn’t charge the extra five
bucks, 45 grand would have
been totally unreasonable.
The Pences have added
a few things to their Raptor,
including interior LED lights
that change colors with the
music and a Rhino Tech bed
liner in the bed to prevent
scratches. Possibly one of
the best features on Pence’s
truck isn’t anything that you
can order at a dealership, it’s
the license plate that reads
“CHUNKY”.
“So I was a really fat baby,”
said Pence. “And because of
that my brother started calling
me that and I had to accept it
for what it was and make the
best of it.d”
The name suits the car:
the Raptor’s flared wheel arches add 17.1inches to the base
of the F-150.
So it’s big and it’s bad, and
it’s good off the road, but, according to Pence, it still has a
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sports car feel. When you hit
the gas, you can really feel all
434 lb/ft of torque.
“Every now and then in
the winter, when it snows, I
like to drive it through snow
piles and watch them explode.
That’s pretty fun,” said Pence.
The thing that really sets
the Raptor apart from any
other car in its segment is the
fact that it’s so comfortable.
The back seat has lots of legroom and the cabin affords
great visibility. In addition to
more fixed features, the Raptor is dripping with tech to
improve ease of use and comfort, such as power heated and
cooled front seats, adjustable
pedals, dual-zone climate control, navigation, remote start,
power-folding mirrors, and a
trailer-brake controller. That’s
the kind of kit you would expect to find on a Range Rover,
not a Ford truck.
Patrick has found only
one fault with his car: the
Raptor’s positively chunky
proportions make parking a
bit of a challenge, especially
since SLUH’s parking spots
don’t offer much wiggle room
for a three-ton wide-bodied
pickup.
Perhaps I mis-stated the
reality of the Raptor: it isn’t
unlike anything else in it’s segment, it has its own segment. I
love that in our era of tightening regulations and the rise of
the hybrids, in a time where it
is more socially acceptable to
drive a Prius than Porsche, the
Raptor clawed its way from
the design software of SVT to
the freedom of tearing up the
roads as well as muddy fields
of America. I hope gas stays
cheap, Chunky Pat. Long live
the Raptor. What a pick.

The Raptor has a 411-horsepower, 62 liter V8 engine and gets 13 mpg.
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Despite opening loss to CBC, Basketball jumps out to strong 2-1 record
BY Keith Thomas
SPORTS EDITOR

I

t certainly wasn’t the start
that the St. Louis U. High Jr.
Bills were hoping for in their
season opener—losing 66-59
to MCC foe CBC—but quality performances from two juniors provided optimism for
the Pattonville Tournament,
where the Jr. Bills reached
the finals by defeating Maplewood-RH 69-28 and McCluer
North 68-57.
Juniors Brandon McKissic and BJ Wilson led the
Jr. Billikens in their matchup
against the Cadets. McKissic
shot 7 for 11 from the field,
including a lone three-pointer, while Wilson was an aggresive force, bringing down
ten rebounds and scoring 16
points.
Although SLUH led by
two or three early in the game,
the Jr. Bills put up only 14
points in the opening quarter
while CBC scored 19. At that
stage in the game, CBC was
setting the tone.
McKissic and the Jr. Bill
offense kept up with the Cadets for the second quarter,
and the offense seemed to be
working more efficiently. The
passing was good and the
plays were run well, but what
the Jr. Bills could not capitalize on for the entire game was
making shots, specifically behind the three-point line.
The Jr. Bills shot a dismal
40.7 percent from the field,
making 24 buckets on 59 attempts. Shots weren’t falling
for SLUH and CBC seized the
momentum, sending the Ca-

det fan section into a frenzy
after fast-break dunks and
three-pointers.
The Jr. Bills had only two
three-point baskets on 11 attempts, a trait inconsistent
with SLUH’s normal play.
“We were slow and we
weren’t hitting shots all game,”
said McKissic. “CBC wanted
us bad, and we knew this, but
we didn’t play like it.”
The Cadets managed to
keep senior Matt Nester quiet
for the entire game. Nester
shot 2 for 9, with seven of
those shots being attempted
threes. Only one three fell for
the team’s three-point specialist.
“Personally, I need to
hit more shots,” said Nester.
“I just need to have a more
aggressive mindset and take
more shots, especially when
they’re good shots.”
“Sometimes the ball
bounces that way,” said head
coach Erwin Claggett. “He
got some awesome looks and
sometimes, the ball doesn’t
fall.”
On the other hand, CBC
dominated beyond the arc.
The Cadets shot an impressive
53.9 percent from three-point
land.
While McKissic and Wilson accounted for 37 of the
Jr. Bill’s 59 total points, CBC’s
scoring was much more
spread out, with four different players scoring 14 points
or more. Although SLUH has
several weapons like Nester
and junior Andrew Grassi at
their disposal, the team could
not support the duo of McKissic and Wilson in the team’s

first game.
SLUH did dominate
the boards, however. The
team—led by Wilson’s ten
rebounds—brought
down
32 total rebounds, with 17 of
them being on the offensive
side of the ball.
But the team couldn’t
overcome the first half deficit, and fell to the Cadets by a
score of 66-59.
“I thought the guys
competed really hard,” said

Claggett. “I always thought
we were in striking distance
and we had some great looks,
but it was the first game, and
we gave ourselves a chance
throughout.”
The next game was a
complete turnaround. Last
Monday, the Jr. Bills thrashed
Maplewood-Richmond
Heights 69-28 in the opening
round of the Pattonville tournament.
McKissic again led the

Mungenast, Trittler, Binder look to lead young wrestlers
BY Jake Lepak
REPORTER

T

he holidays are right
around the corner, and
for this year’s SLUH wrestling
team, it marks the beginning
of a long season of weight cutting, watching what they eat,
and long tiring practices on
the mats. This team is looking
to build off of a successful previous year, when three wrestlers qualified for the coveted
State Tournament. While
SLUH hasn’t had a state medalist in quite some time, coach
Jonathan Ott is quite positive
about the future of the team.
“We have a relatively
young team this year. It’s going to be a learning year in
a lot of ways,” said Ott. “My
goals for the team this year are
to have a winning dual meet
record and to have at least
two guys qualify for State. The
guys have been really enjoyable to coach, they’ve worked
really hard at practice.”
Although there are only
two seniors wrestling varsity
this year—Henry Mungenast
(170) and Justice Binder
(106)—Ott has high expectations for them.
“They’ll contribute by
winning a bunch of matches,”
Ott said “It can be psychologically draining if everybody
were to be losing all of the
time. I really think those guys
will win a lot of matches, that’s
going to give the younger
guys something to look forward to.”
Ott also has high expec-

tations for Junior Danny Trittler this year. This will be Trittler’s second year wrestling
varsity and he has pushed
himself over the course of
the year to get better, including gaining nearly 15 pounds
of muscle through lifting and
conditioning.
“(Trittler’s) gotten so
much stronger, he was in the
weight room just about every
day after school in the spring
and fall and he worked out
a lot over the summer,” said
Ott.” He wrestled at an offseason club several days a
week all spring and most of
the summer and even in the
fall he went to a camp at Mizzou, so all of that put together
is helping him grow as a wrestler.”
Trittler’s offseason work
did not go unnoticed, for he
was named a captain of the
wrestling team alongside
Mungenast.
Ott felt as if Trittler was
prepared to handle the responsibilities that comes with
being a captain.
“He’s learned a lot about
what it means to be a part of
a team and a leader of a team,”
said Ott.
With so few upperclassmen wrestling this year, and
so many freshmen on the
team, it gives freshman more
opportunities to wrestle at a
more competitive level on JV
and Varsity.
Freshman and JV coach
Sean O’Brien wants to take
advantage of the opponents.
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Junior Brandon McKissic against CBC on Friday, Nov. 20.

“What’s cool about these
freshman is how much they
want to wrestle,” said O’Brien.
“The team has done a wonderful job of being attentive,
focusing on the match, that’s
just great to see. As a team I
like the way they get together
. . . (Freshmen) are going to
battle for spots, and really
these are guys that mentally
are ready. What I hope is that
guys will start moving up and
then other guys will fill in that
void and get some good experiences.”
On Dec.1, SLUH had
its first dual meet of the year
against Hazelwood West. After the JV matches concluded,
it was varsity’s turn to take
the mats against Hazelwood
West. Despite a hard effort
from the Bills, they fell short,
41-31. The team got wins
from senior Justice Binder
(106), sophomore Rory Butler

(126), Trittler (152), Mungenast (170), and a thrilling win
from sophomore Buck Chevalier.
Despite the loss, the team
is hopeful about the rest of the
season.
Two freshmen were able
to get varsity experience that
night, Zack Bievenue and
Miles Matyiko.
Trittler was very happy
with the team’s performance.
“I felt that the team wrestled great as a whole,” said
Trittler. “It was great to see
some of the younger guys gain
varsity experience. It was our
first dual meet of the year and
everyone is just getting back
into what it feels like to actually wrestle a (live) match.”
Varsity will conclude the
busy week by heading to the
Parkway South Tournament,
which takes place this Friday
and Saturday.
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Sophomore Rory Butler last night against Windsor.

team in points with 17, but the
biggest advantage for SLUH
was junior Brent Smith’s return after being sidelined
with an illness against CBC.
Nearly every shot that Smith
attempted went in; he made
7 of 8 attempts for 14 points.
Smith’s large 6’7” frame also
provided a huge advantage
for the Jr. Bills, as he blocked
an impressive four shots from
the Blue Devils.
“After watching the game

against CBC, I really wanted
to get back on the court, so
it felt great being back out
there,” said Smith after being
sidelined with illness.
The game was SLUH’s
from the start. The Jr. Billikens put up six quick points to
jump out to an early lead, and
the team never looked back.
At the end of the first quarter,
the score was 22-6 in SLUH’s
favor.
SLUH’s versatile bench
proved to be a big force in the
game as well. Nine different
players scored, and, unlike
the game against CBC, four
different players scored eight
or more points. The offense
flowed efficiently, with every
player getting his hands on
the ball.
“The game was a blowout, and almost everyone
scored,” said McKissic. “It was
a great team win.”
“I thought our pressure
got to them pretty quick,” said
Claggett. “We were moving
the ball well . . . it just shows
that we can win in a variety
of ways. We can win in the
half-court, that caused us to
push the tempo a little bit and
to play our style. It says a lot
about the team in playing in
different styles and still getting the result we want.”
The team returned to
the court Wednesday night
against a much tougher opponent in McCluer North,
Claggett’s old team. The Stars
were 3-1 coming into the
game, with their only loss
against powerhouse Chaminade. Claggett described the

continued on page 8

Racquetball continues
to roll, still undefeated
BY Andrew
REPORTER

T

Modder

he St. Louis U. High varsity racquetball team
continued to dominate the
courts in its overwhelming
team victory at the Winter
Rollout tournament and in its
match against Lafayette this
past Tuesday.
The Winter Rollout tournament took place on Friday,
Nov. 19, and lasted through
Saturday night. The SLUH
team was divided between
the top two varsity brackets,
the first four seeds in the top
bracket and seeds 5, 6, and
doubles in the second bracket.
Games were played to 11 instead of 15, but tiebreakers
were still played to 11 like
usual.
SLUH dominated the rest
of the schools at the tournament, winning by about 1000
points in the team standings.
This large margin of victory
was propelled mainly by junior Chris Schulze, who won
the top bracket, and senior Jacob Longinette, who won the
second bracket.
Schulze came into the
tournament as the overall top
seed, receiving a bye through
the first round. In the second
round, he faced off with Alex
Weber from De Smet, handily defeating him 11-2, 11-3.
He advanced to the quarterfinals, where he played against
Chaminade’s John Yeager.

Propelled by a 10-0 start in the
first game, Schulze won the
match in dominating fashion,
11-1, 11-1.
J.T. Wescott, Kirkwood’s
No. 2 seed, was Schulze’s
semifinal opponent, who had
knocked out Schulze’s teammate senior John Correa in
the second round. But Schulze
prevailed in a big victory, 111, 11-4.
Schulze then went into
the bracket finals with a lot of
confidence, taking on Kirkwood No. 1 seed John Dowell. He got off to a good start,
playing really well and winning the first game comfortably by a score of 11-3.
However, in the second
game, Dowell responded, despite Schulze keeping his same
strategy from the first game.
They headed to the tiebreak
after Dowell’s 11-4 victory in
the second game.
“In the tiebreaker, Chris
was just on fire,” said senior
Charlie Mueth. “All of his
serves were great and he was
playing really smart and executing all of the smart shots
he was hitting.”
The tiebreaker was tightly contested, but Schulze defeated Dowell by a score of
11-8, winning the top bracket
of the tournament.
“It was a lot different
from the first and second
games because he was doing
a better job of finishing and

continued on page 7
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Racquetball takes
Winter Rollout crown
(continued from page 6)

hitting better kill shots,” said
Mueth.
In addition to Schulze’s
victory, senior Tim Juergens
made it all the way to the
semifinals, where he lost to
Dowell 11-2, 11-4.
The highlight of the tournament for Juergens was his
quarterfinal match against
Lafayette No. 1 seed Theuns
Gerber, who is arguably the
best player in the state.
“I ended up playing really
well and actually beating him,”
said Juergens. “I don’t know
where I got it from but I just
tried to play a smart game.”
Juergens won against
Gerber 11-9, 11-7. The first
game was very even but once
he gained control of the pace
of the game, Juergens was able
to fight back from losing the
first seven points of that game.
“I just hit everything and
played really consistent,” said
Juergens. “I got him frustrated
and that really helped me control the game.”
Juergens closed out Gerber in the second game when
Gerber’s fatigue started to
show as he was just outplayed.
“I just tried to play a
smart game, if I didn’t have
anything then I wouldn’t take
a shot,” said Juergens. “I just
stuck to my game plan, which
worked very well.”
Mueth, the No. 4 seed,
rounded out the top bracket for SLUH. He advanced
through the first round before
losing to Dowell in the second
round.
“He was playing really
well in the first game and I
really didn’t know how to get
points off him,” said Mueth,
who lost the first game 11-2.
“In the second game,
though, I really controlled
the pace,” said Mueth, despite
his 11-7 loss in the game. “I
slowed it down a lot and was
able to get into his head. I
scored seven on him in that
game, so I was pretty satisfied
with that.”
The second varsity bracket for SLUH was made up of
seniors Longinette, Rich Helfrey, Andrew Thomas, and
Vince Freeman.
Longinette got a bye into
the second round and played
Jack Hantak from Chaminade
in his first match, whom he
beat handily, 11-3, 11-5. He
then claimed victories over
Ian Bjorn of Lindbergh and
Andrew Deadwyler of Parkway West to advance to the
finals against his teammate
Freeman.
Freeman’s journey began
against Daniel Barrett of Parkway West, whom he defeated
by forfeit. He then beat SLUH
senior Robert Mallow, Brian
Goyda of Kirkwood, and
Mark Duffle of Parkway West.
The two seniors fought
hard against each other in the
finals, but in the end Longinette prevailed 11-7, 11-10 to
claim the Bracket 2 title.
“I haven’t played that
good for a really long time,”
said Longinette. “I played
some of the best racquetball I
have ever played.”
Helfrey and Thomas both
made it to the quarterfinals,

but unfortunately they both
went down to Parkway West
opponents.
Helfrey played Duffle and
had a very good first game,
controlling the pace and winning 11-5. However, in the
second and third games, he let
the match get away from him
in two losses of 11-8.
Thomas lost to Deadwyler in the quarters 11-8, 11-7.
“Overall, as a team, we
seemed to be playing really
well and everyone was performing up to their competition,” said Longinette.
Coming off of the impressive tournament performance, the team had a match
this past Tuesday against Lafayette, whom they defeated
6-1.
Schulze faced off against
Gerber in this meet, Juergens’
opponent in the Winter Rollout. He played well in the first
game, despite losing 15-14,
but even better in the second
game, winning 15-12.
Amazingly,
Schulze
played
even
better in the tiebreaker, destroying
Gerber
11-1.
“He had tons of great
serves in the tiebreaker,” said
Mueth. “He was playing extremely well and it was an impressive victory for him.”
Juergens took the only
loss of the meet at the courtesy of Kyle Westendorf, who
shut him out in the first game
and then won narrowly 15-13
in the second.
“My first game was very
bad,” said Juergens. “I came
out trying to play conservatively because I didn’t know
how good Kyle was and he
was much better than I was
expecting.”
Westendorf played very,
very well, especially in the first
game, and was able to hold on
in the second game.
“I came out with more
intensity and I realized that
whenever I passed the ball he
couldn’t shoot the ball in the
rally off me, but he had to take
it to the ceiling,” said Juergens.
“Next time I play him I’m
gonna execute that same game
plan to set myself up for more
shots.”
Correa went up against
Clay Hallman, and despite
having some trouble in the
first game, he prevailed, winning 15-14, 15-6.
Mueth faced Drew Cusumano, whom he beat 15-13,
11-15, 11-9.
“I played really poorly in
the beginning,” said Mueth. “I
had some trouble getting used
to my opponent’s style of play.
But, in the tiebreaker, after
he scored nine unanswered
points, I took a timeout and
started hitting some great
serves and came back to win
it 11-9.”
Longinette went toe to
toe with Kurt Gilsinger, and
despite being thrown off at
first by Gilsinger’s unique
playing style, he eventually
figured it out and played well,
winning 15-13, 15-4.
“I had a slow start but
once I actually got into the
game I kept rolling, winning
pretty easily in the second

continued on page 8
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Hockey rebounds after 4-0 loss to CBC

CBC’s Zach Fizer (9) slips the puck past Jr. Bill goalie Joe Warnecke (33). SLUH fell to the Cadets 4-0.
BY Tim Nile
SPORTS EDITOR

H

ighs, lows, ups, downs, a
fight, and even a breakup: the St. Louis U. High varsity hockey team has looked
more like a messy teenage
relationship over the past two
weeks than a hockey team.
A 4-0 loss to CBC two
weeks ago, an 8-0 shutout
against Jesuit comrade De
Smet that included a fight,
a 9-2 win over Lafayette,
and the breakup of defenseman Andrew Ott and SLUH
hockey have made the last two
weeks seem chaotic.
Andrew Ott, who made
last year’s St. Louis Post-Dispatch’s All Metro First-Team,
is currently no longer with the
team due to personal issues. It
was his decision to leave the
team. And just like with any
breakup, there is a possibility
he may return.
Two weeks ago the Jr.
Bills faced the team they beat
3-0 in the Top Hat preseason
tournament championship,
the team that hadn’t lost
since the 2013 Challenge Cup
championship—CBC.
The
team planned to have the best
two practices of the season on
the Wednesday and Thursday
before the game.
But CBC struck first early in the first period, and the
game slipped further and further away from the Jr. Bills as
it went on.
“I take full responsibility,” said head coach Kevin
Fitzpatrick. “Our guys weren’t
ready to play, they outplayed
us, outworked us, and that
falls on me. We know what it’s
like now to compete against
those top teams and it falls on
me. I should’ve had our guys
better prepared.”
CBC continued their success in the first 30 seconds of
the second period with their
second goal, with five min-

utes left in the game when
CBC scored their third goal
shorthanded, and when they
scored their fourth and final
goal with 3:30 left in the game.
CBC successfully killed three
Jr. Bill power plays and ended
up outshooting the Jr. Bills 4218.
“We came out and we
weren’t ready to play,” said
senior Joe Warnecke. “We
looked scared, we couldn’t
move the puck. They were
ready to go, they were ready to
kick our ass.”
“We just kind of got
pumped all over the ice,” said
junior Luke Gassett. “We
weren’t ready physically for
the game.”
Luckily for the Jr. Bills,
the team enjoyed a nice holiday break after the loss to
CBC, including a parents and
coaches versus current players game the evening before
Thanksgiving.
“I think the break helped
because we didn’t really do
much over Thanksgiving,”
said Warnecke. “Then coming
out Friday night, nobody likes
De Smet, especially because
they beat us in soccer, it’s kind
of like a ‘let’s come out here
and be ready to go’ and we
came out and gave it to them.”
Rested and ready to play,
SLUH pounded the Spartans
8-0.
Despite the plethora of
goals, the story of the game
was when one of De Smet’s
best players, Michael Joyce,
came at freshman Justin Jacoby from behind.
What Joyce did was
wrong, but what followed this
act was what had the referees
talking to each other, players,
and coaches for the next 15
minutes.
After Joyce took out Jacoby, Lockwood felt the need for
revenge and fought De Smet’s
James Vogler. Lockwood was

ejected from the game and
served a one-game suspension.
“It’s our first fighting
major in four years,” said
Fitzpatrick. “I certainly don’t
condone it. On the other side
of it, the whole thing started
when one of their older tripleA guys runs one of our freshman, then there’s a skirmish,
and then their guy comes up
and punches Stephen. Like I
said, I don’t condone it, but
you can only take so much.”
“It’s exactly what needed
to happen,” said Warnecke.
“When someone that’s one of
their best players takes a run
at a freshman, you can’t just
stand there and let it happen.
What Steve did, I thought it
was great. It may not have
been the smartest thing to do,
but it needed to happen.”
“Someone hit our freshman and then Scotty came in
and was taking on three guys,”
said Lockwood. “The guy was
going to blindside him so I
grabbed him, and he turns
around and starts punching
me and so I popped him twice
in the face and jumped on
him. It was kind of weird because I was the only one who
got a fighting penalty.”
The game against Lafayette again presented challenges for the Jr. Bills as they won
the game 9-2 but not before
Lafayette had a 2-1 lead.
Before the season, senior
captain Patrick Pence predicted that Lafayette would be
some of the best public school
competition. Though Lafayette has knocked off teams like
Kirkwood, they have not been
as good as Pence predicted,
having lost 11-4 to Seckman
and 15-0 to CBC. The Jr. Bills
joined this crowd on Monday
night as they knocked off Lafayette 9-2.
“I mean they are still a
good team for a public school,”
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said Pence. “They were missing their starting goalie, who
is pretty good. It just proves
that we’re a really good team
this year and we can beat a
team that’s supposedly suppose to be pretty good.”
After the Jr. Bills struck
first with a goal by junior
Chad Palumbo with 11:49 left
in the first period, Lafayette
came back with two unanswered goals, the first in the
closing minute of the first period and the second with 8:04
left in the second period. The
Jr. Bills were now down 2-1
with 8:04 left in the second
period, the first time this season, excluding CBC, in which
the Jr. Bills’ opponent has held
a lead.
“Again, it falls on me,”
said Fitzpatrick. “We weren’t
prepared. We took them too
lightly. If we don’t skate, if
we don’t take the puck, if we
don’t take the body, then we’re
just like any other team, and
we showed it for the first two
periods. The kids responded,
came out towards the end of
the second, the third, and took
control of the game.”
“We just kind of overlooked them,” said Gassett. “It
was a Monday nighter. We just
didn’t come out hard at all. We
thought we were going to roll
them from the beginning but
we picked it up.”
But the Jr. Bills recovered with eight unanswered
goals to beat the Lafayette
9-2. These goals were highlighted by a perfectly lobbed
puck over the goalie’s head
by sophomore Trevor White
and a give-and-go from junior
Louis Garavaglia off a faceoff
win by senior captain Connor
FitzGerald.
The team’s next game is
tomorrow night at 8:30 p.m.
against Fort Zumwalt West at
St. Peter’s RecPlex.

SLUH wrestling lost to Windsor last night by a score of 55-23.
Wins came from senior Justice Binder (106), sophomore Rory Butler
(126), senior Henry Mungenast (170), and junior Alex Hymes (195).
SLUH falls to 0-2 in dual meets, with upcoming dual meets against
Pattonville, Vianney, CBC, and Oakville.
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Around the Hallways
Theology speaker
On Monday Mercy Hospital nurse Jeanne Stoll visited to speak to senior theology classes about birth control
and the risks involved with
using it. She spoke about the
Creighton Model FertilityCare System, a natural birth
control plan researched and
developed by Dr. Thomas Hilgers of Creighton University.
Jesuit Walkway
After the completion of
the Jesuit House located behind the Danis Field House,
construction on the path began this week. The path runs
through the upper field and
connects the Jesuit Residence
to the turn around.

Medical Club Speaker
Niko Temofeew, a biomedical engineer from St.
Louis University, spoke to
25 members of the Medical
Careers Club, yesterday. Temofeew talked about the SLU’s
curriculum and the many
possible paths to take in the
medical field. Club president
Sean Kelso got in contact with
Temofeew after working with
him in SLU’s MEDLaunch
program. Temofeew, who collaborates with hospitals and
doctors, has been working to
create devices to aid medical
processes.
#givingSLUHsday
In the spirit of national

Friday, December 4

Giving Tuesday, SLUH held its
second annual Giving SLUHsday this week, where alums
were encouraged to donate to
the school. By the end of the
day, $22,475 was raised from
a total of 265 people, which
surpassed the administration’s
goal of $9,201 from at least
263 people, as well as how
much money and how many
people donated last year. To
thank the benefactors, SLUH
tweeted pictures of students
and faculty with signs reading
“Thank you” in Apple Chancery font.

Genetics Monsanto
On Wednesday morning, Dec. 2, both sections of
Tim O’Keefe’s Genetics class
travelled to Monsanto’s main
facilities in Chesterfield.
The group was given a tour
around the facilities where
they learned about X generation sequencing and genetically modified foods. The tour
also focused on topics that the
class has learned about in the
past semester.

experience of facing his former team as “nostalgic.”
“It was a program that
I helped build pretty much
from the ground up,” said
Claggett. “They’re good kids
and they’ve got a good bunch.”
Smith provided the first
burst of offense for the Jr. Bills
in the first quarter, throwing
down a monster dunk to put
the Bills up 10-6. The moment
was a spark for the Jr. Bills’ offense, but the lead began to
slip away to due to poor passing.
Grassi began the second
quarter with a gritty bucket,
but McCluer North turned
the tide against the Jr. Bills
from then until the end of the
half. After dominating play
that lasted for the rest of the
half, the Stars led 31-30, and
the Jr. Bills were being outplayed.
“They had good, quick

guards with a little inside
presence, so defense was key,”
said McKissic. “But we played
very bad in the first half and
gave up that lead.”
“A lot of our poor performance was due to McCluer’s credit,” said Claggett.
“They pressured us into a lot
of mistakes but we were able
to withstand and find a way.”
After a rousing halftime
talk from Claggett, and the
switch to a defensive zone instead of man-to-man, the Jr.
Bills came out of the locker
room hungry. The Bills began the half with a 5-0 run
in about a minute of play, the
highlight of which was Nester’s deep three ball.
The Jr. Bills kept up their
momentum for the rest of the
quarter, piling on points while
the defense was shutting McCluer North down. McKissic
furthered the lead by slithering his way through the Stars’

defense, laying in a shot that
put the Jr. Bills up by eight
at one point and causing the
Stars to take a frantic timeout
after the Jr. Bills’ run. At the
end of the third quarter, the Jr.
Bills led 48-42.
The dagger from the Jr.
Bills came from junior Anthony Hughes halfway through
the final quarter, when Hughes
muscled his way through the
Stars’ defense for a three-point
play to put SLUH ahead by
ten. After a flurry of points
from both teams in the late
stages of the fourth quarter,
SLUH pulled out the win, 6857.
“We took the lead and
never looked back,” said McKissic. “We trusted each other
and our skills like we always
do and pulled out the win.”
The real star of the game,
though, was Smith, who
helped out the team by getting
baskets low in the key, scor-

ing a team-high 23 points and
bringing down nine rebounds.
Nester led the team in assists
with eight, and Wilson also
added nine rebounds. Hughes
was the critical sixth-man
against McCluer North. The
6’2” junior guard added ten
points in the Jr. Billiken victory.
“Hughes came up with
a tremendous effort for us in
the second half,” said Claggett.
“Rebounding and scoring
points and helping us out defensively . . . he played well.”
McKissic and the rest of
the Jr. Bills are on a roll, and
look to continue the twogame win streak against Pattonville in the tournament
finals tonight. Tip off is at 8:15
p.m. at Pattonville.
“They have some really good ball players,” said
Claggett of Pattonville’s undefeated team. “It’s gonna be a
tough game . . . we’re expecting a war.”

Lafayette falls to Racquetbills
(continued from page 8)

Helfrey dominated Ethan
Brouk in the first game, winning 15-2, but let up in the
second game, coming from
behind to escape with a 15-14
win.
Doubles duo Freeman
and Thomas utterly dominated the other pairing of Mason
and Connor Bond, winning

15-3, 15-5.
“We started out the
matches pretty roughly, but
we pulled through and came
out with a win,” said Juergens.
The team’s next event is
the Top Seed Tournament this
Saturday, in which just the top
three seeds of Schulze, Juergens, and Correa will participate.

Special Schedule

8:15am

Advent Adoration

AP

Snack—Chicken Rings

Lunch

Special—Philly Cheese Steak
Vegetarian—Garden Burger
V/JV Wrestling @ Parkway Tournament (until November 4)
V Basketball @ Pattonville Tournament
C White Basketball @ Pattonville Tournament

4:00pm

C Team Wrestling vs. Seckman @ SLUH

Saturday, December 5
Father’s Club Father Son Bowling
8:00am

Loyola Christmas Party

8:00am

Santa Visit

12:00pm

C Blue Basketball @ Webster Groves Tournament

8:30pm

V Hockey vs. Fort Zumwalt West @ Rec-Plex South

Sunday, December 6
9:00am

Alumni Board and Mass

6:45pm

JV Blue Hockey vs. Francis Howell @ Rec-Plex South

8:00pm

JV White Hockey vs. Fort Zumwalt West @ Rec-Plex South

Monday, December 7

Basketball reaches final of Pattonville tourney

(continued from page 6)
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Think we forgot the
young guys?
Find all underclassmen wrestling,
hockey, and basketball scores, as well
as key stats and quotes from players
and coaches, online at http://sluh.org/
prepnews.

Schedule R

Adopt-A-Family Wrapping Day
AP

All-School Liturgical Choir Rehearsal
Snack—Chicken Bites

Lunch

Special—Chick-fil-A
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger

4:15pm

C Blue Basketball vs. Kirkwood @ SLUH

5:30pm

B Basketball vs. Marquette @ Northwest Tournament

Tuesday, December 8

M Schedule

Adopt-A-Family Wrapping Day
Lunch

Special—Meatball Sandwich
Vegetarian—Salmon

5:30pm

B Basketball @ Northwest Tournament

6:00pm

V Basketball vs. Oakville @ SLUH

Wednesday, December 9

Schedule R

AP

Snack—Mini Tacos

Lunch

Special—Toasted Ravioli
Vegetarian—Penne Pasta

4:15pm

C Blue Basketball vs. Lafayette @ SLUH

5:00pm

V/JV/C Wrestling @ Kirkwood/Hillsboro

5:15pm

C White Basketball vs. Lafayette @ SLUH

6:30pm

B Basketball vs. Oakville @ SLUH

7:00pm

V Basketball vs. Chaminade

Thursday, December 10

Schedule R

AP

Snack—Apple Crispiti

Lunch

Special—Papa John’s
Vegetarian—Tilapia

4:00pm

C White Basketball vs. Vianney @ SLUH
Scholar Bowl Districts @ De Smet

4:30pm

JV Wrestling @ Windsor Tournament

6:00pm

V Wrestling @ Pattonville

7:00pm

Jazz Concert

Friday, December 11

Schedule R

Adopt-A-Family Delivery to South side
AP

Shakespeare Competition
Teacher Karaoke
Snack—Cinnamon Rolls

Lunch

Special—Pasta Bar
Vegetarian—Grilled Cheese

4:00pm

B Basketball @ Northwest Tournament

4:30pm

C Blue Basketball vs. Oakville @ SLUH

8:00pm

V Hockey vs. Lindbergh @ Affton Ice Rink
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Zinselmeyer’s early holiday cheer

In wake of new movie, Star Wars club forms

BY Sam Heagney
FEATURES EDITOR

BY Jack Schweizer
REPORTER

T

hough
most
classes
count the final bell of
their last exam as enough of
a Christmas celebration, history teacher Tom Zinselmeyer
can’t wait for the final day of
the semester to get the party
started.
While most teachers prepare for the end of the semester by writing up their exams
or catching up on the papers
they’ve avoided grading, Zinselmeyer is also focusing on
embracing the red and green
spirit of the upcoming Christmas season. Instead of trudging on with mundane exam
review, Zinselmeyer reserves
his final class period, traditionally a half day, before the
break for some holiday fun.
His three global history classes then get to spend the period
celebrating Christmas how-

ever they like. Some students
bring in movies while others
take the time to converse with
classmates they don’t normally talk with.
One of Zinselmeyer’s
favorite memories is when
he got Ronnie Wingo, ’14, to
wear a turtleneck to the party.
Every year Zinselmeyer offers
his students extra credit if they
wear a turtleneck, though he
has a questionable history of
fulfilling this promise.
Two years ago, when the
school changed the first semester exams to before the
break, Zinselmeyer lost the
extra time his classes had, so
he reserved 215C and after the
final exams his three classes all
ordered food.
While some classes have
embraced Zinselmeyer’s spirit of trying new things and
spreading generosity to local
businesses, others’ creativity

has fallen short. Zinselmeyer’s
most important rule is that if
a student brings in food, he
must bring enough for everyone. At the last party, two
of the classes went a creative
route and ordered Eovaldi’s
from The Hill (a secret restaurant Zinselmeyer was reluctant to reveal to the Prep
News) and Tortillaria from
The Loop, but Zinselmeyer
was especially disappointed in
his third class, which ordered
Imo’s. Before the exam schedule changed, Zinselmeyer got
to watch with satisfaction
while a student felt the nauseating effects of the White
Castle he ordered.
“It’s a good way to end
going into Christmas Break,”
said Zinselmeyer.
Last year he broke his
streak and didn’t have a party,
but hopes to reignite the spirit
this year.

A

group of juniors are
forming what they believe will be a huge success,
the SLUH Star Wars Club.
Interest in the club was
sparked by the trailer for the
new movie Star Wars: Episode VII-The Force Awakens,
which is scheduled to come
out on Dec. 18.
Junior Matthew Godar, one of the club’s leaders,
said “It was founded in Mr.
Laboube’s physics class by
Brendan Voigt, Nick Lally,
Brent Smith, and I and it just
sort of grew.”
Word of the club spread
to the photography office
where it gained more followers. Gradually more and more
people started asking the juniors if they could join.
“I was kind of surprised
how many people wanted to

join,” said junior Jack Waters.
“One of the main reasons
why we’re not making it informal anymore is because of the
extreme amount of interest in
the club,” said Voigt.
The club plans to have
weekly meetings to discuss
and debate anything Star
Wars: books, comics, characters, and films. They also plan
to have frequent lightsaber
duels, and to attend The Force
Awakens as a club.
The club is organized into
a hierarchy. New members
enter as a Padawan, and can
work their way up through
nominations. The top tier of
the hierarchy is the Jedi Council, whose members vote on
whether one can move up in
the hierarchy to a Jedi knight,
Jedi master, or a consul member.
The group not only wants
to excite people for the new

movie, but also hopes that
people take advantage of the
Star Wars movies that are
coming out while they’re teenagers.
“Star Wars doesn’t come
around all that much in our
lifetime, we are at a special
place, and special time. And
we just want to make sure that
we get the most out of it. Make
sure we don’t take this situation for granted. To be in high
school when a new Star Wars
comes out, you can’t ask for
anything better,” said Smith.
The group has club apparel designed by junior William Kramer. At a meeting on
Friday, Nov. 20, they discussed
whether Anakin Skywalker is
cool, or really just annoying.
For more information on
joining SLUH Star Wars Club,
contact Matthew Godar.

